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SOME REMARKS ABOUT BIJECTIONS ONTO METRIC SPACES 
A. P. SosTAK, Riga 
(Received September 10, 1982) 
Under a bijection f : X -^ 7 we understand a one-to-one continuous mapping of 
a space X onto a space Y. We are interested in the problem of investigating those 
topological spaces which can be bijected (usually with some additional conditions) 
onto metrizable ones. 
Compare the class of bijections ^ and the class of perfect mappings ^ in order to 
see the origins of this problem. (Recall that a continuous mapping g : X -> Y is 
called perfect if it is closed, i.e. the image of every closed set Л с X is closed in 7, 
and proper, i.e. the preimage of every compact set С с Fis compact). Both the classes 
may be in a way considered dual, or mutually complementary: e.g. the intersection 
J*̂  n ^ is obviously a class of all homeomorphisms; i f / e #" and g e ^ then the dia­
gonal mapp ing /Л (7 is just an embedding (see e.g. [ l]) . Many nice properties of 
perfect mappings are known, such as the invariance of both metrizability and 
paracompactness under taking perfect images ([14 p. 355, p. 385]) and the invariance 
of paracompactness under taking perfect preimages [14 p. 386]. Moreover, the class 
of ]}-paracompact spaces, one of the most "popular" classes of topological spaces 
admits a characterization as the class of all perfect preimages of metrizable spaces. 
Unfortunately, bijections do not possess so nice general properties. It is not diffi­
cult to construct a Hausdorff non-regular space, regular but non-normal, normal but 
non-paracompact spaces which admit bijections onto metrizable ones. On the other 
hand a bijective image of a metric space may be very "bad" and have nothing in 
common with metrizability. Therefore, there are, at any rate, three possibihties how 
to obtain more or less profound results about spaces which admit bijections onto 
metrizable spaces (our principal interest) or which are bijective images of metrizable 
spaces. The first is to consider not bijections but "bijectivehke" mappings. This 
approach was used by J. Nagata [17] who obtained interesting characterizations of 
some classes of spaces (e.g. stratifiable, semistratifiable) as "bijectivehke" images of 
metrizable spaces. The second is to consider not arbitrary bijections but only bijec­
tions satisfying some additional requirements. We can mention such examples as: 
the characterization of paracompact cr-spaces obtained by A. V. Archangelskii [2] 
and the characterizations of stratifiable and M^-spaces established quite recently 
by Ju. Bregman [lO]. 
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Now, the third possibility is to consider not a single bijection of a given space X 
onto a metrizable one, but a series of such bijections. Furthermore, it is natural to 
try to "connect the set of bijections {/̂  :X -> M„} into an inverse system" in such 
way that X be the limit of this system. As a result one can get a characterization of 
a class of spaces as limits of special inverse systems of metrizable spaces in which 
all projections are bijective. This approach is the one presented in the paper. 
In the first section we characterize paracompacta with a G^-diagonal and perfectly 
normal paracompacta with a G^-diagonal as limits of special inverse systems of 
metrizable spaces (theorems ( l . l ) and (1.2)). 
In the second section we show when a stratifiable space X is a limit of an inverse 
system {M^, p^^^. A] of metric absolute neighbourhood retracts, every projection 
Рд : X -> M^, Pxr • ^k "^ ^ я ' where is a weak embedding, i.e. it factorizes as 
a composition/ о / an embedding i and a bijection/ which is at the same time a homo-
topy equivalence. (Theorem (2.3)) In order to prove this result it is essential for us to 
use the technique developed by R. Cauty in [12]. 
In what follows Л will denote the class of metrizable spaces and У the class of 
stratifiable spaces. A(N) R{^) means an absolute (neighborhood) retract in a class ^ 
of spaces and A{N) E{^) an absolute (neighborhood) extensor for a class ^ . As 
usual R denotes the real line and /V the set of natural numbers. 
Regular, normal and paracompact spaces are always assumed to be Hasudorff. 
In the other cases no separation axiom is assumed unless explicitly stated. All 
mappings, in particular the bijections, under consideration are continuous. 
For a subset ^ of a topological space X, A denotes its closure and A^ its interior. 
1, PARACOMPACTA WITH G^-DIAGONALS AS LIMITS OF INVERSE 
SYSTEMS OF METRIZABLE SPACES 
The aim of this section is to prove the following two results: 
(1.1) Theorem. A T^-space is a paracompacta with a G^-diagonal iff X is the 
limit of an inverse system {M^, Paa'? ^ } ^" which all projections p^^' <̂ ^̂  bijective, 
Мд G Jf and for every open cover i^ ofX there exists (XE A such that 
\J{{p.Uf:Uer}^\j{p^U:Uer} ( = M,) 
(1.2) Theorem. A T^-space is a perfectly normal paracompacta with a G ^-diagonal 
iff'X is a limit of an inverse system (M^, p^^., A] in which all projections p^a' ^^^ 
bijective, M^e Ji and for every family У of open subsets of X there exists ae A 
such that (JiipJJf : 17 G - r} = \J{PaU : U e Г]. 
In order to establish these theorems we first need some auxiliary propositions. 
It is well-known that a paracompact space with a G^-diagonal admits a bijection onto 
a metrizable one (see e.g. [19], [5].) The next lemma expresses of this fact. 
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(1.3) Lemma. Let X be a paracompacta with a G^-diagonal and f" an open cover 
of X. Then there exists a bijection f :X -^ M, M e Je such that U{(/(^))^ • ̂  ^ 
еГ] = M. 
Proof. Let A be a diagonal in Z x Z = X^, i.e. Л = {(x, x) : xeX] and let 
Oj =3 O2 =̂  ... be a decreasing sequence of open neighborhoods of Л in X^ such that 
nO„ = A. We shall construct a sequence {^" : n e N] of open covers of Z by induc­
tion. Let ^̂ ^ be a cr-discrete refinement of f^ satisfying U x U cz O^^ for every U e 
G %K Assume that ^^, ...,V are already constructed and define "̂"*"̂  as a cr-discrete 
cover of Z such that L/ x t/ с O""̂ ^ holds for every I/ G ^"+^ and there exists F G 
G V satisfying E7 с: К 
Now let ^ = U { ^ " • ̂  e /V}. It is obvious that ^ = {C/„ : a G Л} is a cr-discrete 
family of open sets, i.e. ^ == (J^m where every ^^ is discrete. For every pair (m, n) G 
G /V X A/ and every U^ e ^^ define a set F̂  = U { ^ : ^ e J'^, 0 с i 7 j . Since J'^ is 
discrete, F^ с L/̂  for every V^. Let ĴT denote the family of all F^ constructed for 
given m and n in this way and let if = U{^w : m, n G /V}. It is clear that iV' covers Z . 
Take F^ G ̂ ^ and consider a mapping Л : Z -> [0,1]^ = /„ such that / , ( F j = 1 
and / , ( Z \ (7„) = 0 (if some F^ is empty we may take /„ = 0). Let J, = U{4 : F^ G 
G ^^} be a metric hedgehog with т hedges where т is not less than the cardinahty of 
^'m [14] and define a mapping/,;; : Z -^ Л by the formula/,;;|t;^ = f}^^^ :U^-^I^czJ^ 
if U^ G ^,„ and/Дх) - 0 if X ^ U{^a • ̂ a e J^„,}. Since .^,„ is discrete, the mapping/« 
is continuous. Construct such mappings/^for all m,nEN. Taking sufficiently large т 
one can assume that the space J^ is the same for all mappings/". It is clear from the 
construction that the family {/,;; : m, n e N} distinguishes the points of Z and there­
fore the diagonal mapping [14] / = A{f^ : m, n e N} : X -^ U{Jl : m,n e N} with 
j^^ = J^ for all n,meN is injective. Setting/(Z) = M we obtain a bijection/ : Z -> 
It is easy to notice that for every U^ G ̂ "^^ we have f(U^) ^ N^ :D / ( F ^ ) where 
Na = Il{Jl(m, n) Ф (mo, ^o)} x (0, l ] , n M and hence (/t/,)^ :э N, :3 / (F, ) . Recal­
ling that 1Г* is a cover of Z we obtain from here that {(/(t/«))^ : [/„ G J*} is a cover 
of M and hence {(f{U)y :U ei^} isa cover of M as well. 
(1.4) Lemma. Let X be a perfectly normal paracompacta with a G ^-diagonal 
and i^ = {V"" : a G ^ } a discrete family of open sets in X. Then there exists a bijec­
tion f :X -^ M, M e Л such that fil]"") is open for every ae A. 
Proof. Take a e A and consider a sequence of open subsets U^ such that E7̂  c: 
с U^+i for every n and \)Ul = U\ 
n 
Let U^ = (J{^n '-осе A} and consider an open cover i^„ = {W^ X\Ü„:aeA}. 
By Lemma (1.3) there exists a bijection / , : Z -^ M„, M^^Ji such that {(/„(t^''))^, 
(/„(Z \ t7„)° : a G Л} is a cover of the space M„. Let / = A{/^ : n G /V} : Z -^ 
-> Л\Мп : ne N} and M = / ( Z ) . It is obvious that the mapping/ : Z -> M is a bijec­
tion. We only have to prove that/(L/'') is open in M for every W G i^. 
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obviously impHes that fj^x) e {fJ^V^)f = V^ and therefore f{x) E {V^ X U{M„ : 
: n Ф m}) r\M ~ Uf^^y Moreover, it is clear that L/̂ (̂ ) с f(W). Thus, for every 
f(x)ef(U'') there exists an open neighbourhood Uj-^^^^ of / (x) which is contained in 
f(W) and therefore/(C/^) is open. 
(1.5) Lemma. Let X be a perfectly normal paracompacta with a Gydiagonal 
and 'V a family of open subsets of X. Then there exists a bijection f : X -^ M, 
MeM such that и { ( / ( Ю Г - ^ ^ ^ } = 0{/{У)-У^^} {= f{U{V: Vei^})). 
Proof. Since X is a perfectly normal paracompact space, it is hereditarily para-
compact and therefore there exists a cr-discrete open refinement ^ = U*^« of the 
family i^ (i.e. U { ^ :Ue^} = U { ^ - У^ ^} and every ^„ is discrete). By Lemma 
(L4) for every n there exists a metrizable space M„ and a bijection f^ : X -^ M^ 
such that/„(U) is an open subset of M„ for every U e ^ „ . Consider a diagonal mapping 
/ = A{f„ :пЕ N} :X -> П{М„ : n e N} and let M = f{X). It is easy to notice, that 
the equality/(Л) = M n (f^{Ä) x Tl{M„ : n Ф m}) holds for every Л cz X and every 
m G /V. In particular, this implies that / ( [ / ) is an open subset of M for every t/ e \}^,,. 
To conclude the proof it suffices to observe that U { ( / ( ^ ) ' ' : ^ e Г } =э \}{[f(l])f : 
:Ue^} = [j{f{U) :UE^} = f{\j{U : U E ^/}) = f{\j{V : VE Г}) = U{f{V) : 
: F G ' T } . 
(1.6) Lemma. If for every open cover f^ of a T^-space X there exists a bijection f 
of X onto a regular space M such that U { ( / ( ^ ) ^ :VEi^] = M then X is regular 
as well. 
Proof. Let F be a closed subset of X and аф F. Consider an open cover { F^, V2} 
of X where V^ = X\ {a}, V2 = X\F and take a bijection f : X -^ M such that 
{(/(^1))^. (/(^2))^} is a cover of a regular space M. 
It is obvious that / (û) Фf{V^) and hence/(«) e (/(F^))^. On the other hand/ (F) = 
= M \f{X \F) = M \f(V2) с M \ (f{V2)y = G. Let O^ and O2 be disjoint neigh­
borhoods of / (ö) and G respectively in M. Then/~^(Oj) and/"^(6)2) are disjoint 
neighborhoods of a and F in X and thus X is regular. 
(1.7) Lemma. If X is a T^-space and for every open cover i^ of X there exists 
a bijection f of X onto a paracompact space M such that и{(/{У)У • У^ ^] — ^ 
then X is paracompact as well. 
Proof. Let t" be an open cover of X a n d / a bijection of X onto a paracompact 
space M such that {(/(l^))° : Уе i^} = "¥ is an open cover of M. Take an open 
locally-finite refinement O^' oîiV. It is obvious that {/"^И^) .* WE W] is a locally-
finite refinement of 1^. Applying the previous Lemma we get now that X is a para-
compact space. 
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(1.8) Lemma. / / there exists a bijection f : X -^ M and the space M has a G^-
diagonal, then the space X has a G^-diagonal as well 
Proof is obvious. 
(1.9) Lemma. If for every open subset U of a T^-space X there exists a metrizable 
space M and a bijection f : X -^ M such that f{U) is open in M thenX is perfectly 
normal. 
Proof. Let F and G be closed disjoint subsets of X and consider bijections 
/ i : X -> Ml , /2 : X -^ M2 where M\, M2 are metrizable spaces,/^(F) is closed in M^ 
and /2(G) is closed in M2. Let M = {(/i(x),/2(x)) : x e X] cz M^ x M2 and / = 
= /1 A/2 : X -^ M. Since, obviously / ( F ) = M n (/^(F) x M2), f{G) = M ел 
г\ (Ml X /2(G)) the s e t s / ( F ) a n d / ( G ) are closed and disjoint in M. Let us separate 
them by disjoint open neighborhoods L/(=)/(F)) and F(i3/(G)). Then/~^(C/) and 
f~^{V) are disjoint open neighborhoods of F and G respectively in X and hence X 
is normal. 
In order to prove that a closed set F is a G^-set in X it suffices to consider a bijection 
f :X -^ M, M E Jf for which/(F) is closed in M. 
(1.10) Proposition. A T^-space X is a paracompacta with a G^-diagonal iff for 
every open cover "V ofX there exists a metrizable space M and a bijection f : X -> M 
such that {{f{V)y : Ve Г] is a cover ofM. 
Proof follows immediately from Lemmas (1.3), (1.7) and (1.8). 
(LU) Proposition. A T^-space X is a paracompacta with a G^-diagonal iff for 
every family i^ of open subsets of X there exists a metrizable space M and a bijec­
tion f : X -^ M such that [j{(f{V)y : Ve Г] = U { / ( ^ • ^ ^ ' h i ­
p r o o f follows immediately from Lemma (1.5), Proposition (LIO) and Lemma 
(1.9). 
(1.12) Remark. Proposition (1.10) and Lemma (1.9) imply also that. 
A paracompact space X with a G^-diagonal is perfectly normal iff for every open 
V a X there exists a bijection/ \X -^ M,M e Ji such that/(17) is open in M. 
Proof of t h e o r e m (1.1). The part "if" is a corollary of Proposition (l.lO). 
Suppose that X is a paracompacta with a G^-diagonal and consider for every open 
cover 'V QÎX a metrizable space M^ and bijection/^ : X -> M^ such that U{(/^(^))° • 
: F e 1Г} = M^ (see (l.lO)). Let A be the set of all open covers of Z and ^ = {/^ : 
:ГеА}. 
The family ^ distinguishes points and closed sets in X. (One can show this quite 
similarly as in the proof of Lemma (1.6)). Therefore the diagonal mapping h = 
= ^{f^^.r eA]:X -^ЩМ^г'.ГеА] is an embedding [14] and h\X->Y, 
where Y = /i(X), is a homeomorphism. 
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Let Л be the set of all finite subsets of ^4. Define a partial order on Л putting À' ^ A" 
for 1\ X" e Л iff X" cz X'. For every X = [Г^,,.., Г„] let p^ = A{U^ : Г, e X} : 
: X -> n{M^-^ : '̂ fe e Я) and X^ = p;,{xy If X' < X let ]9яя' : X^ -^ X^^ be just the 
restriction to X^ of a natural projection тг̂ ;/ : П{М^г^ : f^,^ e Я} -> H[M^r^ : iT^ e Я'}. 
In such a way we obtain an inverse system of metrizable spaces {Z^, Рд;/, Л}. 
A trivial checking shows that X is the inverse limit of this system. 
Proof of t h e o r e m (1.2) is quite similar. The only difference is that we must apply 
Proposition ( l .U) instead of (1.10). 
2. STRATIFIABLE SPACES AND INVERSE SYSTEMS OF METRIC ANR'S 
Applying the Kuratowski-Wojdislawski theorem [8] which states that for every 
metric space M there is a normed vector space Land a convex set С c= Lsuch that M 
embeds as a closed subset in C, and the Tietze-Dugundji theorem according to which 
every convex set С of a normed vector space is an AR(J^) [8], one can easily 
notice that 
(2.1) for every metric space M there exists an inverse system {M^, p^^', A} in 
which M^ G ANR{Ji) for all OLE A, all the projections p^^' are just embeddings and 
M = Inn M^. This fact was repeatedly used for various purposes. Among other 
R. Fox applied it to develop a "geometric" shape theory for metric spaces [15]. 
In the last 20 years many authors have studied stratifiable spaces which seem to be 
one of the best generalizations of metric spaces at least from the geometric point of 
view, and which have many nice properties (see e.g. [13], [3], [5], [6], [7], [И])-
Stratifiable spaces are perfectly normal paracompacta; the class of stratifiable spaces 
is hereditary and invariant under taking countable products. On the other hand 
stratifiable spaces are invariant under domination and under taking adjunction 
spaces [5] and these are very useful properties for the needs of the algebraic topology. 
Moreover, every convex set С of a topological vector space Lis an absolute extensor 
for stratifiable spaces [5] and for every stratifiable space X there exists S = S(X) e 
e AR[6^) which contains Z as a closed subset ([20] see also [11]; by ^ we denote 
the class of stratifiable spaces). 
Since metrizability is a hereditary property there cannot be the same result as (2.1) 
for M eSf. But nevertheless as in many other aspects stratifiable spaces behave them­
selves "very like" the metric ones also from this point of view, too. To formulate 
this precisely (it is also the main result of the section) we introduce first the following 
notions. 
(2.2) Definition. A mapping /Î : X -> Z is called a ^eak embedding if there exists 
a space 7, an embedding f \X -^ Y and a bijection which is also a homotopy equi-
valence g :Y -^ Z such that h = g of. In case that all spaces under consideration 
are stratifiable we call h a weak embedding in the class of stratifiable spaces. 
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The main result of this section may be stated now as follows 
(2.3) Theorem. For every stratifiable space X there exists an inverse system 
{Mß, Pßß', B} where MEANR(J/) for all ß, X = UmMß and all projections 
Pßß' " ^ß "^ ^ß'^ Pß '• ̂  ~̂  ^ß ^ '̂̂  weak embeddings in the class of stratifiable 
spaces. 
Before proving this theorem, first we recall some famihar definitions and facts 
about AR{^ys and АК(^У$. 
Let P„ denote an n-dimensional simplex. For a set A define a mapping (5̂  : Л" -> 
-^ A""'^ (1 й i S n) by the formula (5,(ai, ..., а^_1, a,-, ÛJ + I , ..., a„) = (a^, ..., а^-^, 
^i + u ••••a„). 
(2.4) Definition. (Borges [6]). A topological space X is called hyperconnected 
if there exist mappings 
Я'":Х'^' X P^_i - ^ X , m e A/ 
with the following properties: 
(2.4.a) if j ceZ" , teP,„_^ and t^ = 0 then Я'"(х, t) = r'^SiX^ôit); 
(2.4.b) for every X 6 Jf" the mapping cp i P^_j^ —> X defined by the identity (p{f) — 
= Я'"(х, t) is continuous; 
(2.4.c) for every point XEX and every neighborhood F of x there exists a neigh­
borhood Wofx such that W a Fand Я'"(Ж'" x P^_i) c F for every m e A/. 
(2.5) Theorem. (Borges [6, Th. 5.1], [7, Th. 4.4]). A metric space X is AR{J^) iff 
X is hyperconnected. 
(2.6) Theorem. (Cauty [12, Th. 1.8]). A stratifiable space X is AR{6^) iff X is 
hyperconnected. 
The p roo f of theorem (2.3) is based on the Theorem (2.12) and the later in its 
turn is proved by using of the next proposition, (2.7). We want to emphasize that 
the just mentioned statement (2.7) has much in common with Cauty's statement 
[12 th. 2.1]. In its proof we also use the technique developed in [12]. However, 
special requirements in the statement (2.7) bring about additional problems which are 
to be overcome in the proof. 
(2.7) Proposition. Let X be an AR{ß^) and Y its open subset. Then there exists 
a continuous metric d on X such that X^ is an AR{Ji), Y^ its open subset and the 
natural bijection f :X -> X^ as well as its restriction / ' : 7-> 7̂  are homotopy 
equivalences. Moreover, if a is an open cover of X then, the metric d can be chosen 
in such a way that U{(/^)^ : t/ e a} = X^. 
{X^ denotes the set X topologized by the metric d and Y^ = / ( ^ ) «= -^a-) 
Proof. Since X is stratifiable the diagonal A is a G^-set in X^. Let G^ => G2 =̂  . . . 
be a sequence of its neighborhoods in X^ satisfying П^и = ^- Choose a sequence 
of open covers {(P„} of X such that for every n {j{0 x О : 0 еФ^] a G^ and (9^+-^ 
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refines Ф^. Moreover, if an open cover a of X is given, then let Ф^ be also a refinement 
of a. 
Since У is an open subset of a perfectly normal space X there exists a sequence of 
open subsets У„ с: У such that У„ a У̂  + i for every n and \JY,^ = Y. Moreover, 
Уб ANR[Sf) as an open subset of X e AR{^) and therefore there exists an open 
cover Ж of Y such that any tvv̂ o J^-close mappings / , ^̂  : Z -> У of an arbitrary 
topological space Z are homotopic in У [11, th. 1.4]. Let now Я'" : X'" x P^ -^ X, 
m E N Ы mappings satisfying the conditions of Definition (2.4). 
We shall construct now by induction two sequences of open covers {i^n] ^^^ {'^n] 
of the space X. Let WQ = i^o = Ж [J{X\YQ}. Assume that for a.\l к ^ n we have 
constructed open covers iTj, and i^^. To construct i^^ + i fix for every xeX sets 
Ve i^^ and 0 еФ^ containing x and let W^= Ж be a neighborhood of x for which 
riW"^ X P^_i) c: о n F, 7П e АУ and 1Г^^^ = {W^ : xeX], 
Since by (2.4) A\W X P^) ^ W a О n F for WeiT^^^, the cover #^„+i refines 
both V^ and Ф^. 
To construct ^^„ + 1 we introduce first some notations. If ^ is a cover of X and 
yl с X le t st(^, ^ ) = {){V\ F e ^ , F n y l ф 0} and ^^ = {C : С G ̂ , С n Л Ф 0}. 
Let ^^ denote a point-star cover obtained from ^ , i.e. ^^ = {stdx},*?) : xeX]. 
Define now i^n + i as an open cover of X which satisfies the following three pro­
perties: 
(IV) r^^ 1 refines both -îT„ + ^ and 6?„ +1, 
(2V) St (î „ r,,^,) c: y^^,, StJX\ y, t^.^O c: X \ F^^ ;̂ 
(3V) -r^ + i refines ^ u { X \ У„}. 
(It is easy to check that a cover with such properties really exists). 
Since the cover i^^^-i is a refinement of f^«, according to [J 8, Th. 2.16] there exists 
a pseudometric d on Z such that the family ^^ = {Р„(х, d) : x e X] (where Б„(х, d) = 
- {x' : x' EX, d{x, x') < 2~"}) refines i^^ but 'Г^+з refines ^ „ . Since f"̂  refines 6̂ „, 
the pseudometric d separates the points of X and therefore it is a metric. 
To prove that X,̂  e AR{Ji) it suffices to refer to (2.5) and to check that the mappings 
)J^ iZ^" X P^_i ->X^ satisfy the conditions of (2.4). The conditions (2.4.a) and 
(2.4.b) are trivially true. To check (2.6.c) take a point XEX and a neighborhood 
B{x, 2~"). From the definition of d it follows that there exists F e f^„ + 3 such that 
XEV a Bj^x, d) while the construction of {'#^„} allows us to find WE if'n+A. satisfying 
r[W^ X P,„_i) с F for all m E /V. Since ^„ + 4 refines '^„+4 and therefore also 
-#̂ „ + 4, Я'"(Б'^+4(х, d) X P^ - i ) c: Б„(х, (i) holds for all m E /V, and thus the property 
(2.6.c) is also true. 
L e t / : X -> Xj be a natural bijection. It is obvious t h a t / i s continuous. Moreover, 
since X E AR[9'), X^ E AR{Ji), f is a homotopy equivalence. The properties 
(IV) and (2V) imply that the set Y^ = / ( У ) is open in X^. Hence to complete the 
proof we only have to show that the restriction f :Y -^ Y^ of the bijection / is 
a homotopy equivalence. 
To construct for / ' a homotopy inverse ç '.Y^-^ Y consider for every ICE N the 
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family f̂c = и ^l+n- The property (2V) and the definition of d imphes that every ^̂ ^ 
n = 0 
is a cover of Y. By (IV) ^f+4. refines ^^1, and the property (3V) allows to conclude 
that for /c ^ 3 ^}, refines Jf. Take an open cover Ж^ of Y^ such that Ж^ refines ^'3. 
Recalling that Y^ is an open subset of X^ and hence an ANR{^^) we can find an open 
cover Ж2 of Y^ such that for every simplicial complex P and every subcomplex Q 
containing all vertices of P every Ж2 — small mapping cp : Q -^ Y has an ^ ^ --
small extension ф : P ~ 7(see [16, ch. 4, Th. 4.1]). (A mapping (p : Q -^ У is called 
^ — small where ^ is a cover of X if for every simplex a a P there exists U e^ 
containing /(a n Q)). Consider an open cover Ж^ of Y such that Ж^ refines Ж2-
Let Ж = {Kß : ß E В] be an open locally fine refinement of Ж^ and let i : 7^ -v 
-> Ж(Ж) be the canonical mapping of Y^ in the nerve А^(Ж) of the cover JT. We 
shall define a mapping j : J^(Ж) -> 7 as follows. For every vertex ß e Я^{Ж) take 
a point yß e Kp. If о = (ßo, ..., ß„) is a simplex in Я^{Ж) then the set [ур^, ..., y^^} 
contained in Kp^ u ... u iC^̂  с st (j^^, Jf ) c: st (j^^, .>f 3) and therefore there exists 
H G .^2 which contains {ур^, ..., Ур^. It is easy to notice that there exists an Ж^ — 
small mapping j : J/'{Ж) -> 7 such that i{ß) = 3;̂  for every vertex ß e А^{Ж). We 
define now cp : Y^ -^ Yby the identity (p = j о i. 
To show that ф is a homotopy inverse for / ' : 7 -^ 7^ take у e Y and let a = 
== (/io, ..., ßn) be a simplex of Я^{Ж) the interior of which contains i(y). It means 
that у G K̂ 5Q n ... n Kp^ and hence there exists H e Ж^ which contains both (p(y) — 
= j о i(y) and ур^. Since Ж^ refines ^3 there exists I/ G ̂ 3 which contains both y 
and j о г(у) and hence (p of : 7-> 7 and id : 7-~> 7 are ^3 — close. Now, since ^3 
refines c^ there exists a homotopy h : Y x I -^ 7such that /i(y, 0) = y and h(y, 1) = 
= (/> of(y). On the other hand reasoning similarly as in the proof of [12, Th. 2.2] 
one can show that any two ^3-close mappings g^ and 02 of a metrizable space M 
into 7^ are homotopic. Hence there exists a homotopy к : Y^ x I -> Y^ such that 
КУ^ ^) = У '^^^ % ' 1) = / о (p{y)-
Finally, the identity {{fuy :U ea} = X^ is obvious from the construction of d 
and hence Proposition (2.7) is proved. 
(2.8) Proposition. Let X be an AR{6^) and 7 \ ..., Y" its open subsets. Then there 
exists a continuous metric d on X such that X^ e AR{Ji), 7 / , ..., 7^ are open sub­
sets ofX^ and the natural bijectionf : X -> X^ as well as all its restrictions f I : 7^ -^ 
-)• 7 / , . . . , /„ ' : 7" -^ 7^ are homotopy equivalences. Moreover, if a is an open cover 
of X then the metric d can be chosen in such a way that U{(/^)^ : l/ G a} = X^. 
(2.9) Remark. In what follows we shall refer to d that satisfies the statement of 
(2.8) as the metric that takes into account the subspaces 7 \ ..., Y" and the cover a. 
We prove Proposition (2.8) by induction. In case n = 1 it reduces to Proposition 
(2.7) proved above. Assume, that the statement of (2.8) is proved for n = к and con­
sider the case of n = к + 1 open subsets 7 \ ..., 7^ Y^'^^ = 7 o f X. According to 
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our assumption there exists a metric d' on X which takes into account the subspaces 
Y\ ..., 7^ and the cover a. Now construct a metric d on X quite in the same way 
as in the proof of (2.7) (for an open subset Y^ + ^ = 7o f Z ) but with an additional 
requirement that i^^ + i must also have the following property 
(4V) ir„ + i is a refinement of ^'^^^ = {B'„(x, d') : x eX} where B'^(x, d') = 
= {z : z eX, d'[x, z) < 2~"~^}. It is easy to notice that the metric d thus obtained 
takes into account the subspaces 7^, ..., 7̂ "*'̂  and this completes the proof of (2.8). 
(2.10) Remark. It is obvious from the above proof that if Z G yl^(y'), 7 \ ..., 7''+^ 
are its open subsets, a an open cover of X and the metric d' on X is the one which 
takes into account the subspaces 7 \ ..., 7" and the cover a then there exists a metric 
d on X which takes into account the subspaces 7 ^ ..., Y'\ 7""^ \ the cover a, such that 
the natural bijection/ : X^ -> X^r is continuous. 
Now let A denote the set of all open covers a of Z and A = \JA^ where A^ = A 
and Л„ + 1 = {{À, À') :Я, Я'еЛ„} for п ^ 1. We introduce а partial order on the 
set A putting Я' ^ Я iff" there exists a finite sequence À^, ..., Я„ e Л such that Я' — A-̂ , 
Я = Я„ and у1̂ бЯ̂  + 1 for every / ^ n - 1 . Let 7 \ . . . , 7 " ' be open subsets of XG74K(.9^). 
By induction we shall construct metrics d^ on X which take into account the subsets 
7 \ ..., 7"" and all the covers "contained" in Я. If Я = a e Л = Л^ we define d^ as 
a metric which takes into account the subsets 7^, ..., 7^ and the cover a (see (2.8), 
(2.9)). The corresponding metric space will be now denoted simply by Z^. Assume 
that for all Àe Ai, i ^ к we have constructed metrics J^ on Z which take into 
account the subsets 7 ^ ..., 7 "̂ and all the covers ae A which satisfy the inequality 
a ^ Я and such that for À' -й À the natural bijection p;^;/ * -^я "^ ^i' is continuous. 
Take Я = (Я^, Я2} G Л;̂  + 1 and construct the metric d^ on Z analogously as in the proof 
of (2.7) and (2.8) but with an additional requirement for every cover i^„ + i 
(5V) r „ + i refines both ^l = {B„(x, d;J : x e X} and ^^ = {Б„(х, j j ) :xeX}. 
It is easy to notice that the metric d^ obtained in this way takes into account sub-
spaces 7^, ..., F " and all the covers a G Л which satisfy the inequality a ^ Я. More­
over, if Я' ^ Я then the natural bijection p;x' : Z;^ -> Z^' is continuous. In such a way 
we get by induction an inverse system (Z; , р^д ,̂ Л}; one can easily notice that Z 
is its inverse limit. 
Applying the next proposition (2.11) the proof of which is trivial and therefore 
omitted we can sum up our results given above in the statement of Theorem (2.12). 
(2Л1) Proposition. Let the mappings f : X -^ Y, g : X -> Z and h :Y-~> Z satisfy 
the identity h of = g and let cp : Y-> X, ф : Z -^ X be homotopy inverses for f 
and g respectively. Then f о ф is the homotopy inverse for h. 
(2.12) Theorem. Let X be an Л К ( ^ ) and 7 S . . . , 7 ' " its open subsets. Then 
there exists an inverse system {Xx,Pxx'^^} ^here X = lim Z^^ X-^e ARJJi) 
and all the projections p^ :X -^ X^ Pxx' • ̂ я ~~^ ^x' ^^ '̂̂ ^^ ^^ their restrictions 
p\ : Y^ -^ 7^, and p\x' : 7 / -» Y\,, к ^ m are bijections and homotopy equivalences. 
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(2.13) Remark. In what follows we shall refer to the inverse system {Z^, Рхл-^ ^] 
which satisfies the statement of (2.12) as the one that is associated with X and takes 
into account the subspaces Y^, ..., У". 
(2.14) Remark. Let Y\ ..., Y"\ Y"'-"^ be open subsets in X e AR{^) and 
{Z'", ряя'? ^} ^^ inverse system which is associated with X and takes into account 
the subspaces Y\ ..., У". Applying (2.10) and analysing the proof of (2.12) we can 
easily construct an inverse system {X;''^\ |} ;^ , , Л} which is associated with X and 
takes into account the subspaces Y\ ..., F", У"'"^\ such that all the natural bijec-
tions / : Z'"^^ -^ Z'", are continuous. 
(2.15) Remark. A theorem analogous to (2.12) but with a weaker assumption that 
X e ANR{S/^) and hence with a weaker assertion that all X^ e ANR{J^)\s also true. 
The proof of this result is in its essence similar to the proof of (2.12) but it is techni­
cally more comphcated. 
We are able now to prove Theorem (2.3). Let Z be a stratifiable space and S an 
AR(6^) which contains X as a closed subspace. Consider a decreasing sequence 
{У"} of open neighborhoods of X in S satisfying П^" = X. By Theorem (2.12) for 
every n there exists an inverse system {S", тг";,/1} which is associated with S and 
takes into account the subspaces 7 \ ..., Y". Moreover, (2.14) allows us to choose 
these inverse systems in such a way that for all /?' g n and all Я the natural bijections 
^ r ' • ̂ 1 ~^ ^1' ^^^ continuous. 
Consider now the set В — A x N and introduce a partial order on it putting for 
its elements ß = (A, n) and ß' = (Я', iV) ß' й ß iff Я' ^ Я and п' ^ п. Let Sß = S" 
and define the projection Ußß^ : Sß -^ Sß' by the identity iißß' = л;"д. о л;""'(7г""' : Sß = 
= SI -> 5"'; 7Г;я, : SI' -> 5"',; 5"', = Sß^). It is easy to notice that in such a way we 
obtain an inverse system {Sß, Ußß', В] which is associated with S and takes into ac­
count every Y„. Let Uß : S -^ Sßho the limit projections. 
Now, for every ß = {À, n) E В let Mß = я^(7„) с: Sß, if ß' = (Я', n') й ß let 
Pßßr : Mß -^ Mß' be the restriction of Ußß' to the subset Mß, and consider the inverse 
system {Mß, Pßß', В}. Since Mß is an open subset of Sß e AR{Ji) it is an ANR( 
A trivial checking shows that the limit of this system is X. Moreover, it is clear that 
Pßß' = PI\' ° PT' where /7"^, : M"' -> Ml', is the restriction of тг"̂ . and p^' is the restric­
tion of 7i""'. The mapping p^'^ is obviously a bijection and since both the restrictions 
^" |г"' • ^"^ -^ Щ' and п"\уп : F ' -> Ml are homotopy equivalences, according to 
(2.11), we get that it is a homotopy equivalence as well. The mapping pi''' can be 
factorized in a natural way into a composition p"" = j о i where / : M" -^ N" = 
= 7il{Y,,') с 5" is an embedding and j : A "̂' -> M"' is the restriction of a bijection 
^ r • 'S"" -> *̂ я to A"'. Applying (2.11) once again we now easily notice that j is 
a bijection and a homotopy equivalence. Thus, all projections J7^^' are weak embed-
dings. To complete the proof we only have to show that the limit projections Pp : X -^ 
-^ Mß are weak embeddings as well. But this follows immediately from the identity 
Pß = (^"|у") ° ^ where i is the natural inclusion of the space X into its neighborhood Y". 
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(2.16) Remark. Theorem (2.3) has some apphcation in the shape theory, especially 
for the geometric approach to the theory of shape for stratifiable spaces. This ap­
plication will be considered in another paper. 
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